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Environmental room solutions

Smart Answers.
Years of experience
focused on today’s
challenges.
Examples of Hussmann refrigeration
engineering expertise can be found
throughout the company’s 100+ years
of business. From the introduction of
industry specific refrigeration systems in
1933 … to the development of a distributed
refrigeration system in 1993 ... to today’s
new secondary system technologies, the
Hussmann engineering team identified a
need and developed solutions to answer that
need. Today, Hussmann continues to explore
solutions to address refrigeration challenges
in a variety of industries, with reliability,
energy efficiency and sustainability
driving new technologies.

Efficient room design
for a predictable work
environment.
Product development, stability testing,
medical research and other environmentcritical activities require reliable mechanical
systems, close tolerance temperature and
humidity control, and an efficient walk-in cold
room design. Working as a general contractor,
Hussmann can help design the environment
that meets the exacting specifications of each
environment-critical operation with regards
to room size, structure, layout, systems and
controls. The result is an efficient, stable,
predictable work environment.
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Reliability with Performance.
Customize-engineered
condensers for unique
applications.
Hussmann condensers are custom
engineered to meet specific applications
and unique needs. Indoor, outdoor, remote
and satellite models are available with a
wide variety of control panel options from
mechanical fan cycling to PLC controller.
The floating core coil design reduces
refrigerant leaks and quieter fan blades
reduce sound by an average of six to
eight decibels.

Refrigeration equipment
built for endurance and
energy efficiency.
The rugged construction of Hussmann
walk-in cold rooms with molded frame,
strong, non-conductive material and the
latest “greener” polyurethane insulation
enhances energy efficiency. Hussmann
scientific reach-ins offer energy efficiency,
effective LED lighting and simplified
maintenance. Temperatures range from
-86°C up to 37°C and everything in between.
Units have microprocessor controllers, data
logging capabilities, and even have the option
of lab grade propane refrigerant, which runs
30% more efficiently.
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